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Stop the Casino Economy!
tion them effectively. Today, a frauds-
ter can let his fund or firm go bust,Cases of insolvency on the unregulated “gray capital” market
risking a court case and sentence, pay-show the urgent need for financial market regulation. ing a relatively minor fine of 50,000
euros, and walking away a free man,
moving on to new fraudulent enter-
prises. Initiatives to get regulatoryThe recent bankruptcies of several investors or to give them back their legislation enacted have so far failed
to get a positive response from policy-investment funds in Germany demon- money, the firm declared itself in-

solvent.strate that “any casino is a more regu- makers. The situation is similar to that
of the hedge and private equity funds,lated place, than what you find in the Leipzig-West maintains an image

as a private housing firm, and indeed,‘gray capital’ market of Germany,” an where the most that the policymakers
would do, is to make “more transpar-investment expert told this author. Re- it owns some 250,000 square meters

of flats and offices in Leipzig and othercent widely publicized cases involve ency” mandatory, with legislation that
will go into effect this Summer.the Würzburg-based Euro-Group, German cities. But the scope of its en-

terprise is much too small to offer awith 40,000 investors; the Berlin- But a general, in-depth regulation
of the financial market, and in particu-based VermögensGarant, with up to dividend of 6-7%, as the company has

done. Apparently, a substantial share15,000 investors; and the Leipzig- lar of the totally unregulated “gray
capital” market, has never been put onWest firm, with 25,000 investors. In of the dividends came from other

sources, such as bank loans and freshall three cases, investors were offered the official agenda.
Investment watchdogs are awarehuge dividends—twice or thrice the funds from new investors in the pyra-

mid scheme. In December, the firmlevel usually earned on the market— of the problem, but there is little they
can do. Even with the aforesaid legis-and the fund’s operations were run on was unable to pay dividends on time

to its 25,000 investors, using the ridic-the basis of a pyramid system: Those lative improvements concerning
hedge and private equity funds, thewho pay in last, pay off those that en- ulous claim that a computer malfunc-

tion was forcing it to process the pay-gaged earlier (including banks, which chief financial market watchdog of
Germany, the BAFIN, will “still haveusually are the first to demand their ments by hand, which would take up

to six weeks. Investors fear that whenmoney back). fewer teeth than, for example, the cor-
responding watchdogs in theIn all three cases, the managers of the six weeks are gone, their money

will be gone as well.the funds had a record of fraudulent U.S.A.—the SEC—or in Britain—
the FSA,” an investment expert toldactivity already, long before they Apart from the individual aspects

of fraud in all three cases, the fact isstarted their latest “investment” this author.
But watchdogs alone will notschemes. At the Euro-Group, a con- that high-risk operations like these ag-

gressive investment funds, with theirglomerate of numerous minuscule solve the problem, which is the pres-
ent global casino system as such.“post office box” firms, the key initia- promises of huge dividends, are

among the first to bite the dust, as thetor had been sentenced previously for The LaRouche movement in Ger-
many is campaigning for a New Bret-defrauding tens of thousands of credu- global system of speculative finances

as a whole is turning more volatile bylous eastern German citizens. Vermö- ton Woods reorganization of the
global financial system, which, alonggensGarant had received restraining the day. The small “pyramids” are part

of the big speculative pyramid.injunctions from four big private with a productive investment pro-
gram, is the only thing that will reallybanks, whose names and reputations Highly exposed private banks all of a

sudden refuse to grant fresh loans, andwere misused for advertising invest- solve the situation. The slogan of the
Civil Rights Movement Solidarityment projects with a huge dividend of the costs of paying off short-term

loans that are typical for high-risk8.5%. The banks were ABN Amro, party (BüSo) is “Stop Speculation,
Fund Production!” The BüSo is cam-Crédit Suisse, UBS, and Société Gén- funds, mean the abrupt end of such op-

erations.érale. In June 2005, investigators paigning now in the mayoral elections
in Leipzig and Wiesbaden. In the lat-raided the Berlin office of Vermö- There is not much investor protec-

tion in Germany, such as a law thatgensGarant, but did not seize its files, ter, which is a gambling center, the
BüSo vows: “Stop the Casinodespite a long history of fraud. Un- would hold fraudulent managers per-

sonally responsible and would sanc-willing or unable to pay dividends to Economy!”
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